
 


Then 

Touch the THERAPHI button


 up to


To play 

Electromagnetic Waves


or Vibration Waves

 


 Touch the lower right button



To use RIFE Freq. Tables & Sequences 



To create a Frequency Table 

Enter 
a frequency

Enter 
a comment

Select ADD Frequency 
to insert values in the table. 

Once all frequencies needed  
are defined, 

select QUIT to SAVE 
and select 

SAVE Frq. Table 
to enter the name of the table



To LOAD a Frequency Table 

Frequencies

Comments

Select 

a Table


in the list



To create a SEQUENCE from a Frequency Table (1) 
(When you have loaded a Table in memory)  

STEP 
[1]



To create a SEQUENCE from a Frequency Table (2) 
(When you have loaded a Table in memory)  

STEP 
[2]



To create a SEQUENCE from a Frequency Table (3) 
(When you have loaded a Table in memory)  

STEP 
[2]

STEP 
[1] &

Repeat

for  
all frequencies  
of the sequence

Then



To LOAD and PLAY a SEQUENCE (1) 

Select 

a SEQ


in the list



To LOAD and PLAY a SEQUENCE (2) 

Use +/-

to go through


the SEQ

Select

to play the single  
pair of frequencies 

selected on the screen

Than

Select

to play continouasly 
all the frequencies 

of the SEQ



To IMPORT a TABLE or a SEQUENCE in your App Doc Folder (1) 

Some frequencies tables and some sequences  
can be downloaded from our websites. 

These files need to be imported in the document folder of the app 
(FlameinSound or FlameinMind apps). 

There are a few apps allowing access to iPhones, iPads folders. 

The easiest and free app is  

Apple Configurator 2 (for MAC) 



To IMPORT a TABLE or a SEQUENCE in your App Doc Folder (2) 
with Apple Configurator 2 (for MAC) 



To IMPORT a TABLE or a SEQUENCE in your App Doc Folder (3) 
with Apple Configurator 2 (for MAC) 

OR


